Last March, I was invited to meet with health staffers from various congressional representatives in Washington, D.C., to discuss the moral imperatives of supporting needle exchange programs, which increase the availability of sterile syringes with the goal of preventing Hepatitis B and C, HIV and other blood-borne infections. My invitation came from the Interfaith Drug Policy Initiative, which is working in collaboration with the Drug Policy Alliance. As a way of introducing health staffers to the voices of faith communities in regard to these initiatives, I spoke about the needle exchange program endorsement from the Society of Christian Ethics and explained the position of the U.S. Catholic Church.

Joining me in this meeting were William Martin, M.Div., Ph.D., senior fellow for religion and public policy at the James Baker Institute, Houston, Texas; Michael Bell, D.Min., senior pastor at Peace Baptist Church; John B. Johnson, domestic policy analyst for the Episcopal Church Office of Governmental Relations; and Charles Thomas, executive director, Interfaith Drug Policy Initiative, all based in Washington, D.C.

Why Should We Care?
The time for us to change restrictive laws on needle exchange programs is now, and as Catholics, we must stand in favor of programs that reduce harm to those who are vulnerable on account of addictions. At present, states receive federal monies to distribute to or fund, depending on state population and local epidemic trends, a variety of HIV-prevention programs. These monies, as is true of other federal subsidies, include restrictions and appropriations riders. Among these restrictions is a ban on the use of federal monies for needle exchange programs.

If lifting the federal ban that prohibits states from using their HIV monies for recognizably effective prevention programs results in a 10 percent reduction of HIV and other blood-borne infection in the United States, where at present 18 to 20 percent of new HIV infections result from injecting drug use, then we will have saved some from HIV and have done what is right. In the words of the Jan. 8, 2000, resolution of the Society of Christian Ethics:

"Whereas the sharing of contaminated needles during injection drug use is becoming one of the dominant modes of HIV transmission in the U.S. ... and ... Whereas studies ... have demonstrated that:

- Needle exchange programs do not increase drug use among addicts
- Do not lead to injection behavior in non-addicts
- Save lives by decreasing HIV infections ...

Whereas most major religions, including the Christian tradition, are concerned for the preservation of human life and dignity, ...

Be it resolved that the Society of Christian Ethics publicly endorses and encourages the development of needle exchange programs in the United States which:

- Are established with the support of local communities.
- Are one-for-one exchange programs which do not increase the number of needles in circulation.
- Provide linkages to medical care, detoxification and drug treatment."

The basis of this resolution rests in the faith traditions of Judaism, Christianity and Islam particularly in their care, following the commands of God in Leviticus and Deuteronomy, for the
widow, the orphan and the sojourner in their midst. Today, we recognize this command extends to all those people who are vulnerable, especially those without voice (and therefore without power) to bring their concerns to the public arena and to have a hearing there. The Catholic tradition refers to applications of this command by making a preferential option for the poor, for our purposes here, injecting drug users and those with whom they are intimate are these poor. The Society of Christian Ethics is a fairly conservative group of ethicists, who move cautiously before issuing anything like a public resolution, and the organization's actions warrant the attention of U.S. Catholics and action by them to both reduce and prevent the harms associated with blood-borne infections.

It is often true of their teachings on moral matters, the bishops chose their words carefully to avoid closing a debate before its time.

Support of needle exchange programs rests also on the ethical demands of justice to prevent harm and protect the innocent — surely the foundation of all our laws. Persons who use injecting drugs and those who are related to them either as co-users, sex partners or children deserve the equal protections of the law to reduce and/or remove the potential harms of risk to life through needle exchange-preventable Hepatitis B and Hepatitis C, HIV, and other blood-borne infections.

To do anything less is to fail to act to save human lives, to fail to acknowledge the dignity of every human life, and to fail to respond in solidarity to those who are marginalized on account of an addiction that places them and their associates at risk of life, limb and love.

The View of the Bishops
What does the church say? As early as 1989 (two years after their first statement on the epidemic in “The Many Faces of AIDS: A Gospel Response”), the National Conference of Catholic Bishops (now the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops) recognized the connection between sharing and/or re-using needles and HIV infection. The bishops have repeated this recognition in literature that they provide as Sunday parish bulletin inserts for World AIDS Day commemo-
Nothing in the church's tradition prevents it from endorsing needle exchange programs; in fact, much of the tradition arguably defends efforts that reduce if not prevent harm, regardless of the nature of those harms.

to start injecting drugs and that the practice is safe and/or morally OK. Rather, the message is "increased government support for outreach and drug treatment programs," and our care for those who would use them.

Nothing in the church's tradition prevents it from endorsing needle exchange programs; in fact, much of the tradition arguably defends efforts that reduce if not prevent harm, regardless of the nature of that harm. Nothing prevents responsible Catholics or the hierarchy from encouraging the government to lift the ban on states using federal monies in needle exchange programs. Nothing prevents church-sponsored health care institutions from participating in this type of activity, especially where these programs operate within already existing care, detoxification and long-term treatment services.

The impasse on needle exchange programs has left many injecting drug users and those with whom they are intimate at risk of HIV infection: 242,000 injecting drug users have HIV; 18 to 20 percent of HIV infections are attributable to needle sharing; 75 percent of women and children with HIV were infected by some association with needle sharing, that is, from a partner or caregiver; about 6,800 people are infected with HIV and 5,700 people die of AIDS every day in the United States.6 Needle exchange programs could reduce these infections and this cause of death. Let's move beyond the impasse to a proactive stance to lift the federal ban on spending federal monies, endorse existing programs and establish programs in Catholic health institutions throughout the United States.

Why now? Because tomorrow is too late for too many. ■

Comment on this article at www.chausa.org/hp.
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